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Abstract: Mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) can simply be defined as a wireless sensor network (WSN) in which the sensor nodes are mobile. Most of the existing wireless sensor consumes more memory cost. The existing systems at most used on cryptography to improve packet security but this addresses only a part of the security problem without consideration for high energy key cost. The proposed algorithm to improve the routing security and monitoring activities of each node neighbors using status and trust worthy improves the security of WSNs and maximizes the lifetime for routing. The proposed algorithm using ant colony based best path choosing with secure packet routing. The bio inspired algorithm using ant colony system (ACS), where ants build paths satisfying positive conditions in a network graph. The simulation results show that the proposed model remains resilient to low or high percentages of pernicious service when the percentage of client node are greater than or equal 60%. Finally the simulation result performs well compare with existing one.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are vulnerable to several types of attacks including passive eavesdropping, jamming, compromising (capturing and reprogramming) of the sensor nodes, and insertion of malicious nodes into the network [1]–[3]. Widespread adoption of WSNs, particularly for mission-critical tasks, hinges on the development of strong protection mechanisms against such attacks [4]. Due to the scarcity of resources, traditional wireless network security solutions are not viable for WSNs. The life span of a sensor node is usually determined by its energy supply which is mostly expended for data processing and communication [5]. Moreover, size and cost constraints of the nodes limit their memory size and processing power. Therefore, security solutions which demand extensive processing, storage or communication overhead are not practical. In particular, due to their high computational complexity, public key ciphers are not suitable for WSNs.

Sensor Networks and related technologies have acquired considerable attention within the last 10 years. This is due to the truth that the technology is maturing and moving out of the purely research driven environment into commercial interests. WSNs serve to gather data and to monitor and detect events by providing coverage and message forwarding to base station. However, the inherent characteristics of a sensor network limit its performance and sensor nodes are supposed to be low-cost. An attacker can control a sensor node undetectably by physically exposing the node and an adversary can potentially insert faulty data or misbehavior to deceive the WSNs. Authentication mechanisms and cryptographic methods alone cannot be used to completely solve this problem because internal malicious nodes will have valid cryptographic keys to access the other nodes of the networks. Also conventional security methods cannot be used for WSNs due to power and processing limitations.

In addition to the node malicious raids, the nodes are also vulnerable to system faults for low-cost hardware of these nodes.

Recently, a new mechanism has been offered for WSNs security improvement. This mechanism relies on constructing trust systems through analysis of nodes observation about other nodes in the network. This article shows the last enhancement for WSNs by trust and reputation mechanisms found in literature. Research on the trust and reputation model is proposed for optimization in terms of security and scalability. This model is evaluated through applying security threats such as collusion and oscillating of malicious nodes in WSNs.

WSN are usually composed of a large number of these nodes which, together with their highly dynamic topology, may lead to some scalability problems. A number of research groups are deeply working on them since they have several interesting applications covering from military ones to environmental ones, passing through sanitary applications, domotics, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), etc.

Proposed ACS is initially mainly designed for static networks, experiments demonstrate that the adaptations done to make it suitable for WSN lead to an accurate performance of the model. As we will see later, it allows a client to interact most of the times with a trustworthy server, rather than with a misbehaving one.

II. RELATED WORKS

Security is critical issue in a modern network system, although, often, one that the majority of the WSNs literature neglects to support minimizing energy consumption as the sole defining objective. The survey by [7] addresses a number of attacks that prove destructive to many essential WSN routing protocols. The security
threats of WSN mainly contain external attacks and internal attacks. External attacks can be avoided by conventional encryption mechanism but it is not effective against internal attacks. As an important measure, reputation evaluation technique has an immediate effect on internal attacks [7]. It has become an important measure to defend against internal attacks and it has received high concern. In recent years, an increasing number of researches have been conducted on the applying of reputation systems to sensor networks [8]. Meanwhile only [9] and [10] have concentrated on the use of reputation systems in WSN.

Probabilistic ciphers were also studied in [16] where a single cipher matrix is designed to minimize the error probability of AFC with a lower bound on the error probability of EFC. It was shown that it is possible to degrade the error probability of EFC significantly, and yet, achieve very low error probabilities for AFC. The design approach in [16] is ad hoc and results in a suboptimal solution for the cipher matrix. Security in distributed detection has also been investigated by many authors in the context of Byzantine attacks. Here an adversary inserts a number of malicious nodes into the network which deteriorate the detection performance by transmitting false data.

Moreover, some researchers have concentrated their effort in developing new trust and reputation models in the last decade. We have surveyed the related literature and have realized that most of those developers focused on describing their approaches. Many experiments presented and analyzed by researchers in order to prove the reliability of their proposals under certain conditions or circumstances. In [17] the use of Watchdog and Pathrater has suggested. Watchdog listens to the data transmission of the next node in the path to detect naughtiness. Pathrater keeps the ratings for other nodes and performs route selection by choosing routes that do not contain selfish nodes. However, the Watchdog mechanism needs high memory overhead to maintain the state information on the monitored nodes and the transmitted packets.

Researchers in [18] submitted a trust model to identify the trustworthiness of sensor nodes and to filter out the data transmitted by malicious nodes. In this model, researchers assume that every sensor node has knowledge of its own location coordinates, nodes are densely deployed and time is coincided. They evaluated trust in a conventional way, weighting the trust factors and there is no update of trust. Architecture based on reputation to create a network of autonomous sensors capable of detecting most kind of attacks and network failures using an anomaly detection system together with specification-based detection system have proposed in [19]. All this was created from the premise of designing a system that suit the characteristics of sensor networks and maintains the protocol as lightweight as possible to guarantee the autonomy of the nodes.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Proposed model is the first one in applying a bio-inspired technique such as ant colony system (ACS) to develop a trust and reputation model for WSN. Even more, it is the first one in providing the most trustworthy path (not only the most reputable node) leading to a specific sensor. Likewise, we have taken into consideration the important limitations found in WSN, so this system have tried to design a model as much lightweight, efficient, robust and scalable as possible.

Several types of WSNs can be found depending on what kind of nodes they are composed of. You can meet from a static WSN where nodes have a certain location, to a highly mobile one where nodes move everywhere. You can also find from a very restrictive WSN where all nodes remain most of the time asleep in an idle state, to another one comprising nodes provided with high performance features capable of process many requests per second and that are nearly always active.

A scenario where a WSN is composed of nodes with relatively high sensor activity. Without loss of generality, here consider some nodes requesting generic services and some nodes providing them. Assume that every node will only know its neighbors (that is, those nodes within its wireless range), and anything else about the whole topology of the net (at least at the early stages). Additionally, this topology is considered to be relatively highly dynamic, with many nodes entering or leaving the community.

Proposed model is aimed to help a node requesting a certain service to the network to find the most trustworthy route leading to a node providing the right requested service. A node (equally a path) can be considered untrustworthy either because it intentionally provides a fraudulent service or because it provides a wrong one due to hardware failures or performance deterioration.

Ant colony system (ACS) is a bio-inspired algorithm mainly used in optimization problems such as the travelling salesman problem or the quadratic assignment problem. It is based on the behavior of an ant colony in the nature. This algorithm is applied in those problems which can be modeled as graphs. Thus, a set of ants is launched and they start building paths fulfilling certain conditions. There are several concepts to be addressed here, such as how the pheromone traces are updated, how an ant decides which next node to transit to or how to measure the quality of each path found in order to keep the best one.

A. Bio-inspired trust and reputation model

Bio-inspired trust and reputation model for WSNs aimed to achieve to most trustworthy path leading to the most reputable node in a WSN offering a certain service. It is based on the bio-inspired algorithm of ant colony system but, due to the specific restrictions and limitations found in WSNs, the ACS cannot be directly applied. Some adaptations, therefore, have to be made. In our model, for instance, every node maintains a pheromone trace for each of its neighbors. These pheromone traces $[0, 1]$ will determine the probability of ants choosing a certain route or another, and can be seen as the amount of trust given by a node to other one. The heuristic values $[0, 1]$, however, are defined as the inverse of the delay transmission time between two nodes (or the inverse of the distance between them). The fact that every node controls its own
pheromone traces and heuristic values, and no one else but it can modify them can become an important security threat.

Other issue that avoids the direct application of the ACS in this environment is the fact that while an ant is searching for the most reputable server providing a requested service, it could happen that some of the nodes that form the path followed by that ant become in accessible (either because they switch off of or because they move out of the range of their previous sensor in the path). In that situation, the ant would be unable to come back to the client and it would get lost. In other words, when a client launches a set of ants, it has no guarantee at all that all of them are going to return and, of course, it cannot wait until all the launched ants came back in one iteration of the algorithm.

The first change we can appreciate is that the main now defined by a generic condition, which may be a certain number of iterations (like in the original algorithm) or it can even be a certain timeout. This definition will depend on the specific WSN this model is going to be applied to. On the other hand, this algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Every ant adds the first sensor to its solution, which is always the client they are departing from. Then each ant decides which next sensor to move to according to the transition rule and it is sent there.

2. Once every ant has left the client, this one waits until they come back. For every returned ant, the client compares its solution and keeps the best one. As explained before, in a WSN the client has no guarantee that all the ants that were launched are going to come back, so it just waits until a timeout expires or a certain percentage of all the ants has returned.

3. The best solution found by all or some of the ants issued in the current iteration is compared with the global best solution and swapped if it is appropriate.

4. Finally, a pheromone global updating is performed over the links belonging to the global best path.

Next we will describe in detail some features of our trust model. For this purpose we have to define the following generic condition which the ant used to decide when to stop:

\[ \text{TraTh} = \text{timeout does not expire} \]

and

\[ \text{condition} = \left( \text{Number returned ants} < \% \text{Number of ants} \right) \]

According to this, the path quality computation can be done in the following way:

\[ Q(S_k) = \frac{\tau_k}{\sqrt{\text{Length}(S_k)}} \] (1)

Where \( \tau_k \) is the average pheromone of the path found by ant \( k \) and \( \% \) \( Ak \) represents the percentage of ants that have selected the same solution as ant \( k \).

C. Ants transition and stop condition

When an ant is searching along the WSN searching for the most trustworthy route leading to the most reputable server it has to decide at each sensor which of its neighbors it has to move to. Every ant has also to decide whether to stop when it finds a server offering the requested service or if it should keep trying to find a more reputable one.

So let ant \( k \) be at sensor \( k \) in a certain moment of its searching. Several options can happen:

1. Sensor \( k \) offers the requested service.
   
   (a) Sensor \( k \) has more neighbors not visited yet by ant \( k \).
   
   The average pheromone of the path followed by ant \( k \) from the client until the sensor \( k \) is computed, \( \tau_k \in [0, 1] \).

   If \( \tau_k \) is greater than a certain transition threshold, \( \text{TraTh} \in [0, 1] \), then ant \( k \) stops and returns current solution with a probability defined by \( \tau_k \). Otherwise, if \( \tau_k \leq \text{TraTh} \), ant \( k \) considers sensor \( k \) not enough reputable an keeps trying to search a better one.

   (b) Sensor \( k \) has no more neighbors or all of them have been already visited by ant \( k \). Ant \( k \) stops and returns current path.

2. Sensor \( k \) does not offer the requested service.
   
   (a) Sensor \( k \) has more neighbors not visited yet by ant \( k \). Ant \( k \) decides which next sensor to move to according to the expression shown in equation (2).
(b) Sensor s has no more neighbors or all of them have been already visited by ant k.

In this situation ant k has reached a dead end and has no more options than backtracking. That is, it has to follow the inverse route it has currently built until it is at a sensor which offers the requested service (and then stops and returns that path) or until it reaches a sensor not offering the requested service but with more alternative paths not explored yet by ant k (and then keeps trying those routes). It could even happen that, while backtracking, ant k reached the client it belonged to. In that situation the whole WSN would have been explored but any server offering the requested service would have been found.

D. Pheromone updating

While ants are travelling across the WSN searching the most reputable server, they modify the pheromone traces they find. This modification helps next ants to decide which path is better to follow. Actually, there are two kind of updating: a local and a global one. The pheromone local updating is carried out by every ant each time it decides to move from one sensor to the next. Let ant k be at sensor s1. Then, applying the transition scheme explained in the previous section, it decides to move towards sensor s2 (which is a s1’s neighbor). So, before being actually transmitted, it indicates sensor s1 that it has to modify its pheromone trace associated with sensor s2 in the following way:

\[ \tau_{s1,s2} = (1 - \rho) \tau_{s1,s2} + \rho \Omega \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where \( \Omega = (1 + (1 - \rho) (1 - \tau_{s1,s2} \epsilon_{s1,s2})), \) \( \tau_{s1,s2} \) is the convergence value of \( \tau_{s1,s2} \) when \( t \rightarrow 1 \), that is, is the pheromone trace value that would have that link after a lot of time if no other modification was carried out over it.

On the other hand, a pheromone global updating is performed over the best path found by all ants in each iteration of algorithm. This is done by sending an extra ant just to modify the pheromone traces of that route. And that modification is carried out using the next expression:

\[ \tau_{rs} = (\tau_{rs} - \varphi) d_{frs} S_{at} d_{frs} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where \( S \in [0,1] \) represents the satisfaction of the client with the received service and \( d_{frs} \in (0,1] \) is a distance factor of link e_s computed as follows:

\[ d_{frs} = \sqrt{d_{frs}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\( d_{frs} \in \{1, 2 \ldots L(Sk)\} \) being \( d_{frs} \) the actual distance (number of hops) between sensor r and s, and \( L(S_k) \) the length of the path found by ant k.

As it can be checked, having a punishing scheme like this, those edges which are closer to the client have slighter pheromone evaporation, and vice versa. Furthermore, all the links that fall into the malicious server are also punished. Otherwise ants could select it again through an alternative path, thinking it has become a benevolent sensor (which may not happen most of the times). Therefore, those edges have to be punished according to the next formula:

\[ \tau_{rs} = (\tau_{rs} - \varphi) Sat \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The final equation to find the best path service server based on ant colony algorithm.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Proposed WSN where we are only interested on monitoring the behavior of sensors about just one service (or even if the WSN only provides one service), we could use this model without the problem of distinguishing a sensor’s particular behavior for each provided service. But if we need a more resilient model, capable of dealing with multiple services, we could adopt the second version of WSN. In this one, every sensor has a pheromone trace for each one of its neighbors, and for each one of the services provided by the WSN.

Let be m the number of services available in the WSN, and let be ns the number of neighbors of sensor s. Then, s should manage and store m X n different pheromone traces. Obviously, this decision implies a bigger amount of stored information on each sensor but, on the other hand, it provides a more resilient trust and reputation model, since this is now able to distinguish each sensor as trustworthy or not, for each one of the services it offers.
Dealing with a WSN with high-resources sensors and where the security is a critical issue when applying for a service, we could make use of this second version of the model.

Java SWANS is used for simulation. All the experiments carried out consisted of 100 WSNs whose nodes were randomly distributed over an area of 100 square units. Of the nodes, requesting 100 times a certain service and applying a specific trust and/or reputation. Number of sensors used in the simulation is 50 and simulated for 100 executions. Another assumption in this simulation, every node only knows its neighbors within its RF range. Simulation parameters and default values used in the experiments are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1
SIMULATION PARAMETER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>SWANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of executions</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of networks</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum number of sensors</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of sensors</td>
<td>Maximum number of sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients (%)</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious nodes (%)</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delay between</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulated networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio range</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security threats used</td>
<td>Collusion and oscillating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

Since our model has a strong basis on random or probabilistic decisions, we considered that it would be also quite interesting to take care about the standard deviation of that selection percentage of trustworthy servers. Finally, as a possible measure of the adaptability of our model specifically to WSN, we gathered as well the average path length of the solutions found by our model. As we mentioned before, in a environment with so many restrictions like WSN, the shorter path is always preferred since it supposes less consumption of sensors’ resources. PDR is the ratio of the number of data packets received by the destination node to the number of data packets sent by the source mobile node. It can be evaluated in terms of percentage (%). This parameter is also called “success rate of the protocols”, and is described as follows:

\[
PDR = \frac{\text{((Send Packet no)/(Receive packet no))} \times 100}{1}
\]

Throughput is the average rate of successful message delivery over a communication channel. This data may be delivered over a physical or logical link, or pass through a certain network node.

\[
X = \frac{C}{T}
\]

Where X is the throughput, C is the number of requests that are accomplished by the system, and T denotes the total time of system observation.

Average end-to-end delay

Average end-to-end delay signifies how long it will take a packet to travel from source to destination node. It includes delays due to route discovery, queuing, propagation delay and transfer time.

\[
D_{end-end} = N(d_{trans} + d_{prop} + d_{proc})
\]

Where delay end-end= end-to-end delay, dtrans= transmission delay, dprop= propagation delay, dproc= processing delay, dqueue= Queuing delay and N= number of links.

TABLE II
SELECTION PERCENTAGE OF TRUSTWORTHY SERVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Malicious Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Probabilistic Encryption</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant Based Trust</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.1 shows they consider a trust and reputation model as acceptable (with a minimum quality level), in our opinion, the selection percentage of trustworthy servers should be greater or at least equal to 70%. A smaller percentage would result in a model with certain security deficiencies. And what is clear is that a selection percentage below the 50% means that the model is not useful at all.

TABLE III
AVERAGE PATH LENGTH LEADING TO TRUSTWORTHY SERVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Malicious Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Probabilistic Encryption</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant Based Trust</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One more time, differences between the several sizes tested for WSNs become distinguishable when the percentage of malicious servers is greater than or equal to 60%. Our model is able to reach nearby trustworthy servers regardless of the size of the network and the percentage of malicious servers. Although the smaller is the former and the greater is the latter, a larger path is found.

VI CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Proposed a Bio-inspired Trust and Reputation Model for WSNs. It is based on the Ant Colony System (ACS) and a complete description of its main features has been shown. Have seen how the pheromone traces deposited by ants help following ants to find the most trustworthy server through the most reputable path all over the network.

Specifically we have explained how the pheromone updating is carried out, as well as how to measure the quality of a path or how to punish or reward a server depending on its behavior. However, many future ways. For instance, a detailed description of some security threats that could be applied here can be an interesting issue. By managing each sensor its own pheromone traces, a malicious one could always assign the maximum value to other malicious neighbors or, equally, the minimum value to other benevolent ones. As future work, we need to apply experiments for the model using different network sizes and variable number of executions. Also, the balancing between the security and trust and reputation as per our scheme needs further investigation.
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